Sallachy Wind Farm

Introduction to Sallachy Wind Farm
Webinar - July 2020
● Please ensure that your microphone is on mute unless you
are speaking
● Please use the Chat button to ask a question or to get the
attention of the Chair
● Questions will be answered at the end of the presentation

Site Location

Site Boundary

The Zone of Theoretical Visibility

Viewpoints

Viewpoint 1: A838 near Carrachan

Wireline drawing

OS reference:
Photomontage: Proposed Development
Eye
level:
1.5 mAOD
Direction of view:
150.65°
2.194 km
Nearest turbine:

View flat at a comfortable arm’s length

242133 E 922921 N
Horizontal field of view:
View flat EOS
at a comfortable
arm’s length
Canon
6D
812.5 mm
Principal distance:
841 x 594 mm (A1)
Paper size:

Correct printed image sizes: 820 x 260 mm

53.5° (1of2) (planar projection)
Camera:
Lens:
Canon EF 50mm f/1.4
Camera height:
1.5 m
Date and time:
13.02.2020 16:47

It is preferable to view these images as printed -out copies rather than on screen. If they are printed out, they should
be
at
A1 printed
size (841mm
x 594mm). However, as it is difficult to print images out at this size, they may be viewed on
screen. If you do view the images on screen, you should ideally do so using a normal PC screen with the image
enlarged to the full screen height to give a realistic impression . A tablet or other device with a smaller screen should
preferably not be used to view the visualisations .

Viewpoint 1: A838 near Carrachan

Sallachy Wind Farm

Wireline drawing

OS reference:
Photomontage: Proposed Development
Eye
level:
1.5 mAOD
Direction of view:
204.15°
2.194 km
Nearest turbine:

View flat at a comfortable arm’s length

242133 E 922921 N
Horizontal field of view:
View flat EOS
at a comfortable
arm’s length
Canon
6D
812.5 mm
Principal distance:
841 x 594 mm (A1)
Paper size:

Correct printed image sizes: 820 x 260 mm

53.5° (2of2) (planar projection)
Camera:
Lens:
Canon EF 50mm f/1.4
Camera height:
1.5 m
Date and time:
13.02.2020 16:47

It is preferable to view these images as printed -out copies rather than on screen. If they are printed out, they should
be
at
A1 printed
size (841mm
x 594mm). However, as it is difficult to print images out at this size, they may be viewed on
screen. If you do view the images on screen, you should ideally do so using a normal PC screen with the image
enlarged to the full screen height to give a realistic impression . A tablet or other device with a smaller screen should
preferably not be used to view the visualisations .

Viewpoint 1: A838 near Carrachan

Sallachy Wind Farm

IMAGES FOR LANDSCAPE ASSESSMENT

It is preferable to view these images as printed-out copies rather than on screen. If they are printed out, they should be printed at A3 size (420 x 297 mm).
If you do view the images on screen, you should ideally do so using a normal PC screen with the image enlarged to the full screen height to give a realistc impression.
A tablet or other device with a smaller screen should preferably not be used to view the visualisatons.

Photomontage
Viewpoint 1: A838 near Carrachan

Distance to nearest turbine: 2.194km

Camera: Canon EOS 6D

Focal length: 50mm vertical (27º) x 28mm horizontal
(65.5º)

Camera height: 1.5m

Date: 13.02.2020

Time: 16:47

IMAGES FOR LANDSCAPE ASSESSMENT

It is preferable to view these images as printed-out copies rather than on screen. If they are printed out, they should be printed at A3 size (420 x 297 mm).
If you do view the images on screen, you should ideally do so using a normal PC screen with the image enlarged to the full screen height to give a realistc
impression.
A tablet or other device with a smaller screen should preferably not be used to view the visualisatons.

Photomontage
Viewpoint 1 A838 near Carrachan

Distance to nearest turbine: 2.194km

Camera: Canon EOS 6D

When viewed at a comfortable arm’s length, this image is representative of the maximum field of view of clear vision but is not representative of scale and distance.

Focal length: 50mm
16:47

Camera height: 1.5m

Date: 13.02.2020

Time:

IMAGES FOR LANDSCAPE ASSESSMENT

It is preferable to view these images as printed-out copies rather than on screen. If they are printed out, they should be printed at A3 size (420 x 297 mm).
If you do view the images on screen, you should ideally do so using a normal PC screen with the image enlarged to the full screen height to give a realistc
impression.
A tablet or other device with a smaller screen should preferably not be used to view the visualisatons.

Photomontage
Viewpoint 1 A838 near Carrachan

Distance to nearest turbine: 2.194km

This image should be viewed at a comfortable arm’s length (approx. 500mm).

Camera: Canon EOS 6D

Focal length: 75mm
16:47

Camera height: 1.5m

Date: 13.02.2020

Time:

Viewpoints

Viewpoint 2: A838 Cnoc an Laoigh

Wireline drawing

OS reference:
Photomontage: Proposed Development
Eye
level: Direction 1.5 mAOD
of view: Nearest
275.42°
turbine:
5.731 km

View flat at a comfortable arm’s length

249842 E 919211 N
Horizontal field of view:
Canon
6D
View flat EOS
at a comfortable
arm’s length
812.5 mm
Principal distance:
841 x 594 mm (A1)
Paper size:

Correct printed image sizes: 820 x 260 mm

53.5° (planar projection)
Camera:
Lens:
Canon EF 50mm f/1.4
Camera height:
1.5 m
Date and time:
13.02.2020 14:46

It is preferable to view these images as printed -out copies rather than on screen. If they are printed out, they should
be printed
at
A1
size (841mm
x 594mm). However, as it is difficult to print images out at this size, they may be viewed on
screen. If you do view the images on screen, you should ideally do so using a normal PC screen with the image
enlarged to the full screen height to give a realistic impression . A tablet or other device with a smaller screen should
preferably not be used to view the visualisations .

Viewpoint 2: A838 Cnoc an Laoigh

Sallachy Wind Farm

IMAGES FOR LANDSCAPE ASSESSMENT

It is preferable to view these images as printed-out copies rather than on screen. If they are printed out, they should be printed at A3 size (420 x 297 mm).
If you do view the images on screen, you should ideally do so using a normal PC screen with the image enlarged to the full screen height to give a realistc
impression.
A tablet or other device with a smaller screen should preferably not be used to view the visualisatons.

Viewpoint2 A838 Cnoc an Laoigh

Distance to nearest turbine: 5.731km

This image should be viewed at a comfortable arm’s length (approx. 500mm).

Camera: Canon EOS 6D

Focal length: 75mm
14:46

Camera height: 1.5m

Date: 13.02.2020

Time:

Viewpoints

Viewpoint 3: Lairg

Wireline drawing

OS reference:
Photomontage:
Proposed Development
Eye
level:
1.5 mAOD
Direction of view:
311.34°
Nearest turbine:
21.434 km

View flat at a comfortable arm’s length

259896 E 904813 N
Horizontal field of view:
View flat EOS
at a comfortable
arm’s
length
Canon
6D
Principal
distance:
812.5 mm
Paper size:
841 x 594 mm (A1)

Correct printed image sizes: 820 x 260 mm

53.5° (planar projection)
Camera:
Lens:
Canon EF 50mm f/1.4
Camera height:
1.5 m
Date and time:
13.02.2020 15:32

It is preferable to view these images as printed -out copies rather than on screen. If they are printed out, they should
be
at
A1 printed
size (841mm
x 594mm). However, as it is difficult to print images out at this size, they may be viewed on
screen. If you do view the images on screen, you should ideally do so using a normal PC screen with the image
enlarged to the full screen height to give a realistic impression . A tablet or other device with a smaller screen should
preferably not be used to view the visualisations .

Viewpoint 3: Lairg

Sallachy Wind Farm

IMAGES FOR LANDSCAPE ASSESSMENT

It is preferable to view these images as printed-out copies rather than on screen. If they are printed out, they should be printed at A3 size (420 x 297 mm).
If you do view the images on screen, you should ideally do so using a normal PC screen with the image enlarged to the full screen height to give a realistc
impression.
A tablet or other device with a smaller screen should preferably not be used to view the visualisatons.

Photomontage
Viewpoint 3 Lairg

Distance to nearest turbine: 21.434km

This image should be viewed at a comfortable arm’s length (approx. 500mm).

Camera: Canon EOS 6D

Focal length: 75mm
15:32

Camera height: 1.5m

Date: 13.02.2020

Time:

Viewpoints

Viewpoint 4: Crask viewpoint

Wireline drawing

OS reference:
Photomontage: Proposed Development
Eye
level:
1.5 mAOD
Direction of view:
247.48°
9.109 km
Nearest turbine:

View flat at a comfortable arm’s length

252148 E 923991 N
Horizontal field of view:
View flat EOS
at a comfortable
arm’s length
Canon
6D
812.5 mm
Principal distance:
841 x 594 mm (A1)
Paper size:

Correct printed image sizes: 820 x 260 mm

53.5° (planar projection)
Camera:
Lens:
Canon EF 50mm f/1.4
Camera height:
1.5 m
Date and time:
13.02.2020 13:26

It is preferable to view these images as printed -out copies rather than on screen. If they are printed out, they should
be
at
A1 printed
size (841mm
x 594mm). However, as it is difficult to print images out at this size, they may be viewed on
screen. If you do view the images on screen, you should ideally do so using a normal PC screen with the image
enlarged to the full screen height to give a realistic impression . A tablet or other device with a smaller screen should
preferably not be used to view the visualisations .

Viewpoint 4: Crask viewpoint

Sallachy Wind Farm

IMAGES FOR LANDSCAPE ASSESSMENT

It is preferable to view these images as printed-out copies rather than on screen. If they are printed out, they should be printed at A3 size (420 x 297 mm).
If you do view the images on screen, you should ideally do so using a normal PC screen with the image enlarged to the full screen height to give a realistc
impression.
A tablet or other device with a smaller screen should preferably not be used to view the visualisatons.

Viewpoint 4 Crask viewpoint

Distance to nearest turbine: 9.109km

This image should be viewed at a comfortable arm’s length (approx. 500mm).

Camera: Canon EOS 6D

Focal length: 75mm
13:26

Camera height: 1.5m

Date: 13.02.2020

Time:

Environmental Impact Assessment

Site Level Environmental Constraints

Peatland Habitat

Environmental Context

Access and Transport
The delivery of large
turbine components to
the site will be from
the port of
Invergordon.
The transport route
will follow the A9,
before taking the A836
and A838 north west.

Questions

Thank you for your attention.
If you have any questions please use the
Chat button to notify the Chair

Further Information and Feedback

Thank you for taking the time to look at the proposals for
Sallachy Wind Farm. We greatly value your feedback and
welcome your comments on the development.
Please visit www.sallachywindfarm.co.uk and click on the
Feedback tab to share your views and to sign-up for email
updates.
If you have any further questions, or if you would like to
request a copy of the feedback survey in another format,
please email kirsty.obrien@invictapa.co.uk

